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Saturday · March 6th, 2021 - Saturday · March 13th, 2021

Lisbon & South Experience in Portugal
Itinerary For Satori Africa

Welcome to Portugal!

Saturday · March 6th Transfer · Private transfer from Lisbon Airport to Hotel with driver in Sedan
 Pousada De Lisboa 5* (2 Nights)

Half-day Foodie's Walking Tour in Lisbon with a local Foodie Tour Guide

Sunday · March 7th Half-day private tour to Sintra
Relaxing Lunch in Cascais & Return to Lisbon along the Coast
Sidecar Tour in Belem including a visit to the UNESCO Monastery of Jeronimos

Monday · March 8th  Rental Car · rent a car (5 Days)
Depature to Alentejo region with stop in Évora
Welcome to Alentejo region

 Private Walking Tour in Evora (2hr)
Torre de Palma Wine Hotel 5* | Design Hotels

Tuesday · March 9th Hot air balloon ride over Alentejo Countryside
Free Afternoon to Relax & Enjoy View and the Spa
Wine Tasting at Torre de Palma

Wednesday · March 10th Departure on self-drive to Algarve region with stop in a special place for lunch
Welcome to Algarve!
Grand House Algarve

Thursday · March 11th Free Morning in Algarve - Recommended sites to visit
Private Jeep tour to the traditional mountainside of Algarve
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Vehicle
Mercedes Sedan - Minivan

Arrival Location
Hotel

Departure Location
Lisbon Airport

Friday · March 12th VIP Experience - Private boat cruise in the Algarve onboard a luxury motor yacht

Saturday · March 13th Transfer · Private transfer from Hotel to Faro Airport with driver in Sedan

Thank you for visiting Portugal!

Welcome to Portugal!

Saturday · March 6th

Notes

Meet and Greet our driver at the designated point.
In case there is a delay or the driver is not there, please call our emergency contact.
You will then be escorted to your private vehicle and transferred directly to your destination.

Included: Internet Wifi, Water bottles, english speaking driver.

Please turn on your mobile phone on-site so your driver can contact you if needed. Your ride includes 30 minutes’ 
waiting time for standard pickups and 1 hour for airport pickups.

Transfer · Private transfer from Lisbon Airport to Hotel with driver in Sedan
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Mar 06 · 3:00 PM
Check In

Mar 08 · 12:00 PM
Check Out

2 Nights

Member of Small Luxury Hotels

Located in the centre of Lisbon, Pousada de Lisboa sits in the most chic part of the city, making the hotel perfect for discovering this 
magnificent city. A house of kings and a forum for ministries, this Small Luxury Hotel in Lisbon has been completely restored, transforming it 
into a launching pad for a luxury urban experience. With the perfect combination of tradition, tourism and trend, Located along the Tejo River. 
This luxury hotel in Lisbon offers an indoor swimming pool with a private sunbathing deck. The Pousada de Lisboa also includes a completely 
equipped fitness centre and a spa where you can enjoy the sauna and Turkish bath, in addition to Magic Spa signature massages and 
treatments.

Location
Praça do Comércio is right in the beating heart of historical Lisbon, where the Royal Palace once stood before it was destroyed in the 18th-
century earthquake. Its classical arcades, above which were the offices of Government (the Pousada was previously the Ministry of Interior), 
were rebuilt by the Marques de Pombal soon afterwards. The arcades surround the square on three sides, with the River Tagus flowing past 
completing the fourth side. Nearby is the oldest Café in Lisbon, A Brasilera, which dates from 1782 and was a favourite of famous writer 
Fernando Pessoa. A road under the Augusta Arch takes you directly to Lisbon’s other great square, Rossio, with its memorable station.

Style and Character
Interiors come courtesy of Brazilian architect Jaime Morais, who has managed the balance between contemporary necessities, a heritage-
listed structure and original art pieces on loan from the city’s museums with aplomb. Modern pieces, from renowned artists such as Nadir 
Afonso, create a tapestry of Portuguese culture across the centuries. A central staircase with stained glass behind it forms the heart of the 
building. The exterior remains an integral part of the square’s Pombaline arcade.

Service and Facilities
Front of house staff are enormously helpful, and service in the restaurant is excellent. An indoor swimming pool at the top of the pousada and 
a small spa, sauna and fitness room make great additions to this city hotel. Three different restaurant areas and a bar create a feeling of space.

Rooms
Wooden parquet flooring and muted colours of greys, duck-egg green and browns run throughout the 90 rooms and suites, many of which 
have high ceilings and views over the square to the Tagus River or, from the duplex suites, onto the São Jorge Castle dominating Lisbon’s 
skyline.

Bathrooms are sleek, marble-clad, with baths and large rainshowers, and are divided from the bedroom by glass, with curtains to pull if 
required. Bathroom amenities are from the Portuguese company Castelbel.

Pousada De Lisboa 5*
+351 21 040 7640
Praca Do Comercio 31, Lisbon
https://www.pousadas.pt/en/hotel/pousada-lisboa
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Meeting Point
Your hotel lobby

Food and Drink
RIB Beef and Wine, set under vaulted ceilings, offer eye-wateringly large steaks, such as the Tomahawk ribeye or Chateaubriand, as well as 
hamburgers topped with the Azorean São Jorge cheese. Vegetarian alternatives include beetroot risotto with pine nuts and green apple.

There is a large cocktail menu with highlights such as the Lisboa, a concoction with Bacardi and the local cherry-flavoured Ginjinha. Breakfast 
is served under the glass ceiling of an internal courtyard with a wide variety of choices from cakes to cheeses on the buffet.

Access for guests with disabilities?
There is one accessible room on the first floor close to the lift. The bathroom has an adapted sink and allows wheelchair entry; there are rails in 
the loo and shower. The bed is adapted, too.

Family-Friendly?
Yes. There are two connecting rooms and family rooms. The concierge can provide tailor-made experiences for children and families.

3:00 PM
Start Time

Experience our Half-day Foodie's Walking Tour in Lisbon, with a local Foodie Tour Guide.

Your food expert guide will meet you at your place of stay and together you will explore Alfama, the oldest area in Lisbon, and learn about its 
rich culture and history. From Alfama, your leisurely journey continue through Old Town, where you will visit traditional stores, taste pastries 
and “petiscos” where the locals eat and end your tour with a toast with a glass of “ginjinha” (sour cherry liqueur) at a century old tavern.

Overall you will have at least 4 tasting stops and approximately 8+ tastings and several wines or beverage of your choice.

Considering that Alfama is one of the hills in Lisbon and that the climb from Baixa may be somewhat steep, depending on your place to stay, 
we may add to the fun a transfer by tuktuk to the top of the hill so that all the tour is enjoyed downhill without too much of a hike.

Half-day Foodie's Walking Tour in Lisbon with a local Foodie Tour Guide
Lisbon
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Meeting Point
Hotel Lobby

Sunday · March 7th

9:00 AM
Start Time

Explore the  A town of palaces, landscapes, culture, art and also of great romantics who passed through here. World Heritage Site of Sintra.
Learn about the ancient myths of Celtic bards, the Moorish legends, the passions of the Christian Reconquest and a masonry that makes this 
site so unique in the world and yet so magical!

There were several romantic figures that have passed in Sintra. From literature to music, the town of Sintra has inspired various figures and 
dazzled others with its mystical and charming environment. We visit the Historical Centre of Sintra, with a visit to the traditional narrow streets 
full of flowers and local craft shops, viewpoints, with time to taste the local traditional sweets.

As far as monuments and palaces are regarded we present you the option to completely personalize the tour according to 
your interests. We present the options, you choose which you prefer best!

IMPORTANT!! As a reminder, in order to visit the sites in a nice but relaxing way, we also suggest choosing only one site.

National Palace of Sintra (free visit takes +/- 45 mins)
A unique example of medieval palaces in Portugal. From the earliest dynasties, Sintra was a favorite spot for the Portuguese kings. Its interior 
tells not one, but several stories of Portugal. The decor has great value, combining furniture, paintings, and tiles. Outside we see the two large 
conical kitchen chimneys with 108 feet high, a symbol of Sintra.

Pena Royal Palace (free visit takes +/- 1h45 mins)
In the top10 of the most beautiful palaces in the world! A real enchanted palace. One of the most beautiful examples of the romantic revival of 
the 19th century. Built on the site of a former convent of friars from the Order of St. Jerome. A fantasy from King Fernando of Saxe Coburg-
Gotha. A palace with a complexity of styles: neo-Gothic, neo-Manueline, neo-Islamic and neo-Renaissance.

Moorish Castle (free visit takes +/- 1h20 mins)
Located on the ridges of the Serra de Sintra, the castle dates back to the time of the Muslims in Portugal, 8th century. Reconquered by the first 
king of Portugal, Afonso Henriques, in 1147. The panoramic view from the top of the castle is amazing! It's a wonderful but physically 
demanding hike, however, awarded by great views to Sintra, the Ocean and to the countryside.

Palace and Gardens of Quinta da Regaleira (free visit takes +/- 1h20 mins)
A place with a spirit of its own. Built in the early 20th century, a taste of the romantic style rises in the middle of the forest, and is the result of a 
mythological dream of its owner, António Augusto Carvalho Monteiro. Visit its wonderful gardens with statues related to the Greek mythology 
and explore its grottoes with waterfalls, it's deep and full of mystery initiatic well and finish in the palace learning the history behind this exotic 
family.

Half-day private tour to Sintra
Sintra
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Palace and Gardens of Monserrate (free visit takes +/- 1h45 mins)
One of the most wonderful parks and hikes in Sintra!
Contrasting scenarios with narrow winding footpaths intertwine amongst ruins, nooks and crannies, waterfalls and lakes, in what, at first sight, 
seems to be an apparently disordered fashion.
Spontaneously growing species from Portugal (arbutus-trees, holly trees, cork oak-trees, amongst others) combine with others originating 
from all of the world’s five continents, inviting visitors to enjoy a stroll through plant varieties of the whole world, ranging from such countries 
as Australia to Mexico and Japan. Altogether, there are more than 2500 species.
Particularly worth a mention inside the palace are the Music Room and the luxurious reception rooms, such as the Indian living-room, the 
dining-room, and the library, all of which are to be found on the ground floor.

Professionals: Driver and Licensed Guide
Included: Skip-the-line tickets to one monument of your preference.
Not included: Tickets to other monuments, meals and personal expenses.

Situated close to the sea and traditionally a fishing village, Cascais enjoyed an important period of development in the 14th century, when it 
was a major stopping off point for boats on their way to Lisbon, turning it into a very busy port at that time.

It was, however, in the second half of the 19th century, when sea bathing became a popular activity, that Cascais was given the impetus that 
transformed it into a very fashionable summer resort. The great driving force behind this transformation was the king of Portugal, Dom Luís I, 
who, in 1870, converted the Fortaleza da Cidadela into the summer residence of the Portuguese monarchy. The king's example was 
immediately copied by the nobility, who built palaces and extremely beautiful villas in the town, where they spent the hottest season of the 
year, completely transforming the appearance of the former fishing village.

Cascais also began to attract the attention of the curious, who came here to enjoy a stroll by the seaside, and access to the town was greatly 
facilitated by the opening of the railway line between Pedrouços and Cascais in 1889. Nowadays, Cascais is a very lively and cosmopolitan 
town that still preserves a great deal of its earlier aristocratic atmosphere.

Relaxing Lunch in Cascais & Return to Lisbon along the Coast
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Meeting Point
TBA

Afternoon
Start Time

THE GLAMOUR OF A SIDECAR

Imagine yourself riding in Lisbon a vintage black Sidecar, full of glamor, charm and history, feeling the pleasant breeze of the wind, the warmth 
of the sun, discovering new perspectives, new ways. Have fun, feel safe, away from the hubbub of the tours filled with confusion. More than a 
ride or a tour, discover a new experience, a new way to know our Culture, History, Nature, Food and Nightlife.

With room for three people (driver and two passengers, one behind the driver and one inside the sidecar) the sidecar allows 
the ideal context of privacy and dialogue between driver/guide and passengers giving you the chance to talk, watch and learn while having fun 
along the way, in an experience for all the senses!

On the sidecar it is avoided the traffic by using alternative and picturesque roads, allowing you to know many places that otherwise would not 
be possible, and of course, the most famous attractions.

The history of our black Ural Sidecar dates back to the 40s of the twentieth century. It was designed by the Russians based on 
German BMW R71 a motorbike diverted from Sweden to Russia. By the end of World War II, about 10,000 Ural Sidecar were sent to the front line.

From the earliest days, more than 3 million Ural Sidecars already passed through the doors of the factory in Irbit – in the Ural Mountains in 
Siberia, where they continue to be manufactured, as before in an almost artisanal. Apart from its history, our Ural Sidecar is plain black, which 
gives it that irresistible vintage, iconic look, full of style.

Remember the Indiana Jones or Tintin in their sidecars?
Now you can experience the same feeling …

Included sites in Belém, historical section:
• Tower of Belem;
• Monument to the portuguese navigators - photostop;
• MAAT Museum with its beautiful viewpoint - photostop;
• Some street art pieces designed by the famous Bordalo II
• UNESCO Site Monastery of Jeronimos (tickets included) - 20 minute stop to visit the interior;
• Sweet stop - Pastry shop of the famous "Pasteis de Belem"
• Ajuda Royal Palace - photostop
• LX Factory - 10 minute to walk around the area and have a coffee break;

Sidecar Tour in Belem including a visit to the UNESCO Monastery of Jeronimos
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Drop Off Location
Please leave the car key at the 
reception of Hotel Maison 
Albar

Vehicle
TBA

Pick Up Location
TBA

Pick Up Address
TBA

Monday · March 8th

5 Days
Duration

Notes

PLEASE DON'T FORGET TO PRESENT THE FOLLOWING DOCUMENTS:
ID or Passport
Driver's license
Credit card for the deposit: When you arrive at the rental location, you will be asked to leave a deposit against your rental. Deposit amount 
will be blocked (not debited) on your payment card at pick-up time. Deposit will be used for extra charges (e.g. fuel missing at return, extra-
day, extra-mileage, one-way charge, etc.).
The total amount to be authorised on your credit card (including the deposit) will be:
EUR 300

INCLUDED:
Vehicle licensing Fee & Road tax
Loss Damage Waiver
Premium protection package - Super Collision Damage Waiver - Zero excess
Unlimited mileage
One-way charges (ONEWAY)
VAT (See full T&Cs)

NOT INCLUDED:
Fuel - Return the vehicle with the same level of fuel or use our refuelling service (price communicated at pick-up);
Parking fees;
Road tolls;
Internet;
The deposit (see details above);
Any of our optional products and services you may wish to add when you pick up the vehicle.

CAR RETURN:
Please leave the car key at the reception of your hotel, and instructions of where you have parked the car. Someone from the rent-a-car 
company will collect the car during the morning. Remember! Parking fees are NOT included, so you should pay time enough for the car to be 
collected.

Rental Car · rent a car
TBA
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Should you prefer you can also return the rental car directly to the station. The station is located only 5 min (1,5 km) driving distance. Station 
address:
Rua De Goncalo Cristovao, 67 - 4000-268 Porto (Europcar Porto)

Welcome to Alentejo region
The plains that extend as far as the eye can see start close to the Tagus. While to the north, the pace is set by the green of the flatlands, further 
south the landscape combines with the sun, the heat and a slower pace of life. This is the Alentejo.

To the north, the pastures of the marshlands; in the vast interior, unending flatness, and fields of wheat waving in the wind; at the coast, wild, 
beautiful beaches waiting to be discovered.

The vastness of the landscape is dotted with cork oaks and olive trees that withstand time. Santarém is a natural viewpoint over the immensity 
of the Tagus. Here and there, you find a walled town, such as Marvão or Monsaraz, or an ancient dolmen to recall the magic of the place. 
Around the hills, low, whitewashed houses stand on small knolls, castles evoke battles and conquests and the yards and gardens are witness 
to the Arab influences which shaped the people and nature.

In the Alentejo the power of the land marks the time and cities like Elvas and Évora, listed as World Heritage by UNESCO, show the tenacity of 
the people. Perhaps this is the reason that culture and spirituality take on a singular character here. These memories of the past are also 
shared by other cities, such as Santarém, Portalegre and Beja, and in the former Jewish quarters, particularly in Castelo de Vide.

But you must also explore the coast. The landscape here is hilly and rugged, with small sheltered coves between the cliffs, many of which are 
ideal for surfing. You will also breathe the scents of the countryside here, the aromatic herbs that season the fish, seafood and other regional 
fare to be accompanied by the region’s excellent wines. Indeed, the entire Alentejo lives according to the rhythm of the earth.

Depature to Alentejo region with stop in Évora
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Meeting Point
Church of Sao Francisco

10:00 AM
Start Time

12:00 PM
End Time

2hr
Duration

As you arrive to Evora, you will be welcomed by our local guide who will escort you through its rich historic center.

This tour invites you to explore the medieval city of Évora, classified by UNESCO as a World Heritage City, due to its excellent preservation 
along the centuries. An open-air museum according to UNESCO since 1986. Its walls have been guarding the streets and building practically 
unaltered throughout the centuries.

The fascination with this walking tour starts with its impressive walls keeping the "eborenses"; safe for a long time now. Inside them, you are 
awaited by traces of Roman times, medieval buildings, palaces and convents which are witness to the golden era of Portugal (15th and 16th 
centuries).

Feel the atmosphere of this town! After reaching the walled city our guide will invite you to visit the enigmatic church of St. Francis and its 
Chapel of the Bones. Continue up the narrow streets of the old town reaching the Giraldo square where the Inquisition once had its 
headquarters. Visit the millennium-old Roman Temple and visit the interior of the 13th-century cathedral. In the 16th century, Évora thrived 
with culture and tradition in its university as much as it still does today. Finish your walking tour with the wonderful 16th-century university, 
once a prestigious Jesuit college.

We visit the following monuments:
• Historic center with medieval white streets.
• Royal Palace (exterior only visit. The interior is used for temporary exhibitions).
• City Garden
• St. Francis Church and Chapel of Bones
• Geraldo Square
• Gothic cathedral of the XIII century
• Roman temple from the first century AD
• Real Jesuit University

Private Walking Tour in Evora
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Mar 08 · 2:00 PM
Check In

12:00 PM
Check Out

Dating back to the 14th century, this imposing white-washed house, with a central tower and a bold trim of yellow, overlooks its fields of 
vineyards and Lusitano horses. There are 18 attractively decorated rooms, mainly housed in the former stables and worker’s cottages, and a 
restaurant serving regional fare.

History and Story
Dating from 1338, the Torre de Palma Wine Hotel was born in 2014. Inspired by the lifestyle of the distinguished Basilii family (former 
inhabitants of the nearby Torre de Palma Roman ruins), and Alentejo traditions, the hotel was conceived to be your home in this region of 
southern Portugal.Torre de Palma Wine Hotel is a 5-star project devoted to Alentejo wine and to offering genuine experiences. It features the 
typical Alentejo architecture: white-washed walls and inviting, comfortable rooms.

The hotel’s 19 rooms and suites boast elegant interiors that combine contemporary design with traditional pieces, in perfect harmony with the 
natural surroundings. This boutique hotel includes indoor and outdoor swimming pools, a spa, restaurant and bar. As well as these facilities, 
the hotel offers a screening room, a chapel, horse riding arena, organic vegetable garden, orchard, vine, a little olive grove, a small forest, a 
store with regional products and private parking.

This charm hotel at the heart of the Alentejo wine region would not exist if it were not for its core identity: wine production and, consequently, 
wine tourism. The magical winery is Torre de Palma’s ex-libris and the symbol of the hotel’s wine culture. In addition to an extensive vineyard 
area, there is also a room filled with wine barrels, a wine tasting room, wine production area and numerous leisure and cultural activities 
organised around Alentejo wines.

Torre de Palma is approximately a 2-hour drive from Lisbon. Monforte is 10 minutes away by car, while Portalegre, Estremoz and Elvas are just 
30 minutes away. Badajoz airport (Spain) can be reached in about 1h10 minutes by car. The city of Évora, whose historic centre is a UNESCO 
World Heritage Site, is 1 hour away.

Architect João Mendes Ribeiro and decoraded by Rosarinho Gabriel.

Location
Set in the countryside, a short walk from the ruins of an old Roman villa, now an important archaeological site, and just half an hour by car to 
beautiful Estremoz, whose medieval upper town is dominated by a 13th century marble keep. Lisbon airport is approximately two hours away 
and the Spanish border is just over an hour’s drive away.

Style and Character
Exteriors are spotless white and a yellow trim, while spacious interiors bring quirky paintings, mirrors and contemporary lights to give 21st 
century warmth to the whole. Interior designer Rosarinho Gabriel has respected the long history of the building inserting regional artefacts 
which add to the sense of place.

Service and Facilities

Torre de Palma Wine Hotel 5* | Design Hotels
+351 245 038 890
Herdade Torre de Palma, 7450-250 Monforte
http://www.torredepalma.com
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The service is absolutely excellent with a genuine desire to please. Facilities abound from the spa with treatments using Darphin and citrus oil, 
to bicycles to borrow and Lusitano horses to ride. There is an indoor and outdoor swimming pool and a winery to explore with tasting of the 
award-winning wines upon request.

Rooms
The majority of the 18 rooms are housed in the low-lying former stables and worker’s cottages which face the main house across an internal 
courtyard. The master suite and a double room are located in the main house. All the rooms are differently decorated, from four-poster beds 
topped with crowns to walls of book-lined wallpaper to rugs and cushions on deep sofas atop wooden floors. Bathrooms have underfloor 
heating and Castelbel amenities. All rooms have coffee machines.

Food and Drink
There is a fun bar with swings to sit on offering a selection of tapas from baked monte da vinha soft cheese, nuts and Torre de Palma honey to 
the local baked blood and lard sausage to Caesar salad. Basili Restaurant serves gourmet regional fare such as pennyroyal and coriander 
codfish with quails egg, Alentejo bread and black olive powder or black pork with sweet potato migas (a bread stew). Breakfast is a buffet with 
local hams, cheeses and fresh fruits. Eggs are available to order.

Access for guests with disabilities?
Yes, the majority of rooms are on the ground floor and there is one specially equipped for disabled guests.

Family-Friendly?
Yes, with plenty of space for children to play and a number of family rooms.

Activities
This hotel is located in the heart of the Alentejo wine lands. Therefore the big strenght is the connection to the wine and the magical winery. 
We also develop programs with other wineries so the guest can have a deep wine tour of the region. Unique experiences await our guests. 
Riding a Lusitano horse, star gazing, walking and hiking, cooking workshops, birdwatching or hot air ballooning over the Alentejo plains. A 
special moment is the sunset wine moment at the hotel’s tower.

The Vineyards
The several plots of vines are planted in balanced soils, giving privilegie to natural methods. Carefully blended from a number of Portuguese 
indigenous varieties such has Aragonez, Alicante Bouschet, Touriga Nacional e Tinta Miúda (for the reds) or Antão Vaz, Arinto and Alvarinho (for 
the whites). This is a project crafted by the awarded winemaker Luís Duarte, practically crafted by hand, in small quantities and with an artisan 
spirit.

SPA
At Torre de Palma Wine Hotel, we turn this positive energy into moments of pure relaxation and wellbeing. Pamper yourself and make the 
most of what the Alentejo has to offer: massages, treatments and activities that will make you feel fabulous (30 and 60 minute sessions that 
require advance booking).

Massages and Tretamentss : Face Treatments ; Exectuive massage ; Relaxation massage ; Perfect Exfoliation ; Velvet Wrapping ; Manicure/ 
Pedicure ; MakeupSpaces of Tranquility : Spaces of tranquillity ; Outdoor swimming pool ; Indoor swimming pool ; Turkish bath ; Jacuzzi.

Amenities

TravelTailors Traveller Made VIP Amenities
• Breakfast for all guests
• Local Traditional gift
• Welcome Drink
• Free Mineral water in the room
• Free wifi
• Upgrade UPON AVAILABILITY
• Early check-in/late check-out UPON AVAILABILITY
• Personalized Welcome note from Sales Manager / Hotel Manager
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Meeting Point
Hotel Lobby

Meeting Point
Hotel Lobby

Tuesday · March 9th

Take your other half up to the sky on a romantic flight with a privileged view over the Alentejo countryside.The flight is performed in an 
exclusive balloon for two people with all the details designed to provide unforgettable momentsfor two.Departing from the Herdade das 
Argamassas where the Adega Mayor is located, with the architectural trait of Siza Vieira, the flight we propose offers a unique perspective on 
the work of the award-winning architect, being perceptible the way it isintegrated into the Alentejo landscape that we will go through to the 
wind.

Free Afternoon to Relax & Enjoy View and the Spa

Four Wines Tasting and Regional Products

Wines:
Torre de Palma Red 2016

Hot air balloon ride over Alentejo Countryside
Alentejo - Portugal

Wine Tasting at Torre de Palma
Herdade de Torre de Palma, 7450-250 - Alentejo - Portugal
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Torre de Palma Red 2017
Torre de Palma White 2017
Torre de Palma White 2018

Regional Products:
Torre de Palma Olive Oil
Torre de Palma Honey
Torre de Palma Cheese
Torre de Palma Bread
Torre de Palma Smoked Sausages

Wednesday · March 10th

Departure on self-drive to Algarve region with stop in a special place for lunch

Soaring cliffs, sea caves, golden beaches, scalloped bays and sandy islands draw thousands of visitors to the Algarve. Surrounded on two sides 
by the Atlantic, it's a paradise for surfers, especially along the refreshingly undeveloped west coast.

In the south, tourist hotspots harbouring massive conglomerations of holiday villas and brash resorts have action-packed activities – from 
splashy water parks to water sports – and vibrant nightlife spanning beach bars to sizzling nightclubs. Natural treasures here include the bird-
filled lagoons and islands of the protected Parque Natural da Ria Formosa, stretching for 60km from west of the capital, Faro, to the 
enchanting fishing village of Cacela Velha.Up in the hilly hinterland are historic castle towns and white-washed villages, rolling countryside 
covered in cork, carob and almond trees and citrus orchards, rural farmhouse restaurants, and the wonderful Via Algarviana hiking trail 
crossing the region's breadth.

Welcome to Algarve!
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Mar 10 · 3:00 PM
Check In

12:00 PM
Check Out

At the border with Spain eastern Algarve is one of Portugal s best kept secrets. It is here in the small historic town of Vila Real de Santo Antonio 
where Grand House has recently reopened its doors bringing with it a revival of the splendour of the Roaring Twenties and the country s rich 
past a facade of belle epoque architectural details and furniture featuring art deco and colonial touches. Sip a cocktail in the fresh evening air 
and admire the fine mahogany bar with the sounds of a grand piano in the background gaze upon the sailboats as they head down the 
Guadiana River to the Atlantic. Grand House is the epitome of a pure and beautiful Portuguese saudade. PROMOTE THE RECOGNITION 
PROGRAMME-Benefit from a personalized welcome and special attentions at every stay thanks to the declaration of your preferences on your 
online advanced guest account.

Thursday · March 11th

Lagos
Lagos is the western Algarve's liveliest resort town. It's also of great historical significance. Prince Henry the Navigator launched Portugal's Age 
of Discovery from Lagos in the 15th century, and the nobleman later became governor of the Algarve. His extraordinary vision, and the bravery 
of the intrepid explorers who set sail for uncharted waters, helped place Portugal on the world map, and Lagos is proud of its seafaring 
heritage.

Grand House Algarve
35-19-27998029
Avenida Da Republica 171
Vila Real Santo Anto 8900 203
PT

Image credits: Grand House

Free Morning in Algarve - Recommended sites to visit
Algarve
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The town's medieval collection of castle walls, graceful churches, and stout sea defenses always captures the imagination of visitors, but it's 
the coastline that lures holidaymakers. A stunning run of cliffs, caves, and grottoes provide the backdrop to some of the most scenic beaches in 
the Algarve. A series of spectacular ochre-splashed rock formations contrasts with sparkling azure waters, and the best way to appreciate this 
idyllic environment is by boat - sightseeing cruises and dolphin safaris.

Tavira
Near the coast in the eastern Algarve, Tavira is one of the region's prettiest towns. Sited on both sides of the broad River Gilão, this is a 
destination celebrated for its historical legacy, a past shaped by the Romans and later by the Moors, whose settlement by the river was topped 
by a castle, still visible today.
The hipped roofs that define much of Tavira's architecture are unique to this part of the Algarve. So, too, is the number of churches - 21 in all - 
that embellish the old town. Straddling the river is an elegant bridge, built in the 17th century on Roman foundations.
An amble along the riverfront is one of the best ways of appreciating Tavira; the palm-lined gardens are flecked with color in the summer 
months, and a nearby market brims with fresh fruit and vegetables.
Ferries depart from the quay to the Ilha de Tavira, a favorite destination for sun seekers and one of the few islands in the area where camping is 
permitted. Alternatively, you can join a sightseeing cruise along the Ria Formosa, a beautiful and unspoiled waterway and part of a protected 
natural park.

Loulé
Loulé is a busy market town of singular character and a fascinating past. The town is best known for its covered fruit and vegetable market, 
one of the busiest and most entertaining in the Algarve. The sprawling collection of stalls, cabins, and kiosks are arranged in a late 19th-
century red-domed building with distinctive horseshoe-shaped windows. On Saturday mornings, the market spills out into the surrounding 
streets when farmers from outlying districts come to sell their crops.
Loulé has always been a lively commercial hub. The Moors built on Roman foundations to create a thriving center of commerce and 
constructed a castle here in the 12th century to protect their interests. You can walk the ramparts for fine views over the old town, and there's a 
small museum set within the grounds.
Arab influence is everywhere. Wander Loulé's backstreets, and you'll discover the ruins of an Islamic bathhouse, the hammam de Al-'Ulyà. In 
the beautiful 16th-century Capela Nossa Senhora da Conceição, decorated with stunning azulejos tiles, part of the floor reveals the 
foundations of a 12th-century Moorish house. Explore further, and you'll stumble upon the Igreja Matriz de São Clemente. The church's lofty 
bell tower originally served as a minaret.
About 25 kilometers northwest of Loulé, Alte is a picturesque village snuggled in the foothills of a mountain range and dotted with flower-filled 
gardens. To absorb the town's quaint local color, sightseers can stroll along the narrow cobbled streets with their charming white-washed 
houses or relax at one of the many cafés.

Vilamoura
No less than five championship golf courses cluster in and around Vilamoura, making this upmarket coastal resort a favorite with those who 
want to practice their swing or improve their handicap. Some hotels offer their guests preferential green fees and other inducements such as 
free shuttle services to and from the clubhouses.
Vilamoura is also synonymous with Portugal's largest marina facility, which offers 825 berths and can accommodate vessels up to 60 meters in 
length. The esplanade is lined with designer boutiques and pricey restaurants, and is fabulous for people watching, especially in August when 
Lisbon's jet set tread the boards clad in their designer best.

Sagres
Around 120 kilometers west of Faro, Sagres, continental Europe's southwesternmost community, basks in glorious isolation and is the 
Algarve's least developed coastal resort. It was here that Prince Henry the Navigator (1394-1460) is believed to have established a school of 
navigation on a windswept promontory near the town, thus heralding Portugal's remarkable period of maritime exploration.
The chunky walled Fortaleza seen today dates from the 17th-century, but inside the walls, you'll see a giant pebble wind compass, the Rosa 
dos Ventos, said to have been used by Henry. The adjacent 15th-century chapel of Nossa Senhora da Graça was certainly built on his orders.
Ancient Greek chroniclers described nearby Cabo de São Vicente as "the end of the inhabited earth," such is the austerity of this stark, 
windblown cape. The lighthouse serves as a navigational beacon, not just for shipping, but also for thousands of migrating birds, and there's a 
bird-watching festival here every October.
The town itself wakes up in summer to welcome a predominantly young crowd drawn to inexpensive accommodation, simple restaurants, and 
proximity to some truly fantastic beaches.
Sagres is Europe's surfing capital, and the destination hosts legs of the World Surfing Championships.

Vicentine Coast (The West Coast)
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Precipitous sea cliffs, wide-open beaches, and a restless Atlantic Ocean define the character of the Algarve's west coast. Devoid of 
development, this remote and untamed stretch of coastline is the preserve of the more spirited traveler. Surfers worship the region, drawn by 
the outstanding rollers that crash onto Praia da Bordeira, Praia do Amado, Praia da Arrifana, and other sandy arenas. Surf schools abound, 
with many offering free transfers from Faro airport.
Traditional villages untouched by tourism dot the landscape, places like Carrapateira and Odeceixe. Accommodation is scarce, and very often 
it's the humble campervan that prevails. Unfussy restaurants serve succulent grilled fish and other delicious seafood dishes.
The entire region falls within the boundaries of the Parque Natural do Sudoeste Alentejano e Costa Vicentina, and you can follow a number of 
footpaths, both inland and along the coast, that showcase its wild and rugged scenery. For a worthwhile cultural diversion, head for the lively 
town of Aljezur and visit the ruins of an 11th-century Moorish castle, set on a hill with uninterrupted views of the valley below.

Albufeira
Albufeira is the destination of choice for many Algarve holidaymakers. Its central location on the coast of southern Portugal makes it one of the 
region's most accessible resorts, and it's a favorite with tourists from across Europe and beyond.
Set on sandstone cliffs above a wide sandy bay, the Albufeira of old was once a quiet fishing village, nothing more than a cluster of 
whitewashed cottages, a chapel, and a church. Step back further, and it was the Romans who built a castle here, strengthened later by the 
Moors.
Little remains of their presence, but what Albufeira lacks in historical interest it more than makes up for with its animated spirit and vacation-
time atmosphere. The resort's neon-lit streets illuminate a plethora of hotels, cafés, restaurants, and entertainment venues. Top-notch leisure 
facilities exude an all-round appeal, and Albufeira is often the preferred choice of families.
But the destination's biggest crowd-puller is its beaches. Some of the best stretches of sand in the Algarve are within walking distance of the 
resort, spectacular cliff-backed coves lapped by warm, shallow water. This is why Albufeira is the tourist capital of the Algarve.

Faro
Busy Faro is the capital city of the Algarve, and its international airport is the gateway for many tourists arriving in southern Portugal.
It is the Old Town, however, that sightseers will want to visit. Enclosed by sturdy defensive walls, Faro's Cidade Velha sits on Roman and 
Moorish foundations. The town was badly damaged by the great earthquake of 1755, and what you see today dates mostly from the 18th and 
19th centuries. A warren of cobblestone streets and leafy squares surround the landmark cathedral. Explore farther, and you'll find a number of 
cafés and restaurants tucked discreetly between rows of tidy houses and artisans' workshops. An excellent museum exhibits treasures 
unearthed in the area and further afield. The nearby esplanade harbors a small marina, beyond which lies an expanse of lagoons and wetlands 
teeming with marine life. This beautiful natural park is also composed of numerous islets and enormous sandbars with their own fabulous 
beaches, including one named after the city.

Vila Real de Santo António
You're as likely to hear Spanish spoken here as Portuguese for this is about as near to Spain as you can get without actually crossing the 
frontier. Indeed, the shops and markets of Vila Real de Santo António are geared towards visiting Spaniards, but this pleasant border town also 
has a number of tourist attractions worth investigating.
The handsome main square, Praça Marques de Pombal, features an eye-catching mosaic sun burst radiating from a central obelisk and is 
ringed by orange trees and plenty of inviting cafés and restaurants.

Alcoutim
The eastern Algarve's barren and sparsely populated interior is rarely visited, and for the most part remains well off the tourism map. But some 
40 kilometers north of Vila Real is the wonderfully scenic border village of Alcoutim. The drive alone is worth the detour. Rather than using the 
IC27 dual carriageway, follow the road that hugs the Guadiana River, a broad, meandering waterway that provides a natural border between 
Spain and Portugal. A smudge of whitewash announces this riverside gem, and the tiny hamlet looks as though it has been created from the 
imagination of an exceptionally talented artist. Once a strategic river port controlled in turn by Greeks, Romans, and, notably, Arabs, Alcoutim 
later played a role as the setting for the peace treaty signed in 1371 between King Fernando I of Portugal and Enrique II of Castile.
It's still a sleepy and tranquil Alcoutim that greets visitors today. The best way to begin sightseeing is by exploring the 14th-century castle (the 
entrance fee includes access to a small archaeological museum by the main gates). The castle walls afford stunning views of the vicinity and 
take in the Spanish village of Sanlúcar de Guadiana, set on the opposite bank of the river.
A regular ferry service shuttles between the two villages, but there is an alternative and absolutely exhilarating way to cross the river. On the 
Spanish side, high above Sanlúcar, is the only cross-border zipline operator in the world. As well as speeding from one country to another, you 
also cross a timezone - there is a one-hour time difference between Spain and Portugal.

Silves
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Meeting Point
Hotel Lobby

Lying across a hill overlooking a fertile valley embroidered with orange groves, olive trees, and vineyards, Silves is one of the most scenic towns 
in the Algarve. The landscape, however, is dominated by the town's splendid castle - the grandest monument to Islamic rule in the region.
Built by the Moors in the 11th century on Roman foundations, the castle's dramatic profile is enhanced by its copper-red walls, sections of 
which extend into the town below. This was Xelb, the Moorish capital of the al-Gharb ("the west"). Another fine example of Islamic presence 
can be seen in the Museu Arqueológico, where the star exhibit is an impressive Arab water cistern with an 18-meter-deep well.
Silves is worth exploring at leisure. Downhill from the fortress is the Sé (cathedral), built between 1242 and 1577 on the site of Xelb's Grand 
Mosque. Opposite is the 16th-century Igreja da Misericórdia, replete with a fine Manueline side door.

Serra de Monchique
Offering an alternative to the Algarve beach scene is the Serra de Monchique, a rolling mountain range that adds a dramatic perspective to the 
region's western countryside. Skirted by fragrant meadows of wildflowers, Monchique's slopes bristle with chestnut and eucalyptus, the 
verdant habitat sustaining an abundance of wildlife.
A network of nature trails snake through the shady woodland; one leads all the way to Fóia, at 900 meters the highest point in the Algarve. On a 
clear day, the spectacular panorama embraces the region's entire western landmass including Lagos and Sagres, and the Atlantic Ocean 
beyond.
The pleasant hill town of Monchique is an excellent base from which to explore the area and is noted for its traditional handicrafts: look out for 
the cadeiras de tesoura, the x-shaped folding wooden chairs based on an ancient Roman design.
And it's the Romans who first took advantage of the warm, curative waters that nourish Caldas de Monchique, a charming spa tucked away in a 
wooded ravine in the foothills of the Serra.

Algarve Jeep Safari - Half Day Tour is a journey that will allow you to discover the deep Algarve through rural roads, off-road tracks, crossing 
streams and visiting old villages where time has stopped. All this fun on board of a comfortable 4x4 vehicle. It will be an half-day full of 
emotions and typical gastronomic tastes like honey, natural jam or portuguese liquor known as ‘Medronho’. The tour also includes going up to 
one of the highest points of Algarve to enjoy magnificent landscapes. We will show you the best of Algarve. An unforgettable half-day tour.

Highlights:
-- Opportunity to know the best of Algarve in a Jeep Safari
-- Stops on natural viewpoints for fantastic photographic moments
-- Discovery of an old distillery
-- Gastronomic tasting

DRESS CODE: Summer
-Mountain boots, sport clothing, cap
-Sun lotion and anorak

Private Jeep tour to the traditional mountainside of Algarve
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Meeting Point
Vilamoura marina (departure and arrival)

Friday · March 12th

A full day luxury yacht charter cruising from Vilamoura along the Algarve coastline in the south of Portugal, until Carvoeiro Lighthouse.

Yacht: SUNSEEKER PORTOFINO 53"

The full day cruise offers plenty of time to truly immerse yourself in the wonders of the Algarve Coastline and also life style as we take lunch at 
a selection of wonderful beachfront restaurants.

This yacht has all safety equipment required under Portuguese law. Inspected annually and you trip includes full insurance. Safety is always 
first.

Designed for families and we always have this in mind when planning your trip. We are very used to taking into account the needs of children, 
or to adrenaline seeking teenagers rest assured that we are here to make the cruise experience both safe, and enjoyable.

The Importance of the crew is crucially important and we only hire the best, most experienced people to ensure the luxury cruise lives up to 
your expectations.

In our efforts to make make your luxury cruise truly memorable we put a lot of energy into planning the routes, destinations and activities 
based on the sea conditions, the weather and your group type. As the sea conditions vary from hour to hour we do make alterations to 
itineraries in your best interest.

You also have included a small rib boat to explore the completely explore the caves of Benagil!

Coast sites that you will see throughout your day cruise:
Vilamoura
Beach of Falésia
Cliffs of Olhos de Agua
Beach of Galé
Albufeira town and its beach
Beach of Oura
Sea Caves and cliffs of Benagil
Town of Carvoeiro and its beach
Carvoeiro Lighthouse
Portimão town

Please see here some picture of the motor yacht, and of the landscape that you'll be seeing throughout the day:
https://files.axustravelapp.com/itinerary/1164815/supporting-documents/e2093f41-4b08-4ca7-8cce-3b06541cbd48.pdf

VIP Experience - Private boat cruise in the Algarve onboard a luxury motor yacht
Vilamoura marina
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Vehicle
Mercedes sedan

Arrival Location
Porto Airport

Saturday · March 13th

Transfer · Private transfer from Hotel to Faro Airport with driver in Sedan

Thank you for visiting Portugal!


